The Ministry received early advice from Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency (Waka
Kotahi) on the appropriate level of investment for different activities in the maintenance
and renewal activity classes each year for the next 10 years. The Ministry took these
numbers and applied a 10 percent increase (and rounding up to the nearest $10 million)
to calculate the upper funding range, and a 5 percent decrease (and rounding down to
the nearest $10 million) to calculate the lower funding range.
Subsequent advice in response to changing circumstances was reflected as changes to
activity class ranges.
Other than receiving the advice provided from Waka Kotahi that was used to set the
funding ranges, the Ministry has not undertaken its own separate assessment.
2. What risks do you see to asset deterioration and levels of service impacts? How
do you intend to manage those risks? Please provide copies of your reports
(modelling, reports and presentations).
In developing the GPS 2021 funding ranges, we sought information from Waka Kotahi to
understand the levels of spending necessary to maintain current levels of service across
the transport system. The level of necessary spending that was advised sits between the
lower and upper funding ranges, giving Waka Kotahi flexibility to spend more, or less,
depending on the total funding available for the transport system.
GPS 2021 also makes it clear that Waka Kotahi should prioritise, among other things,
operation and maintenance of the road network. By working with Waka Kotahi in setting
the GPS funding ranges (usually at least once every three years), the Ministry seeks to
ensure Ministers have clear evidence in terms of the levels of service that will be provided
at the levels of investment that are made possible in a GPS.
3. Does the MOT have a 30 year strategy and how does the current GPS funding
align with this strategy?
There is no one long-term strategy for the transport system. GPS 2021 seeks to give
effect to other strategies and plans that the Government has agreed to, such as the Road
to Zero road safety strategy, which has a ten-year view.
4. In the light of the recent funding requests which was oversubscribed by significant
margin, is the intention of MOT to review the GPS funding ranges to take into
consideration the work done by local government in their asset management
planning?
When Waka Kotahi develop the National Land Transport Programme (NLTP), there is
always significantly more funding sought than what is available, so the Ministry would not
consider this in itself a reason to review the GPS funding ranges. The funding approved
as part of the 2021–24 NLTP for local road maintenance is around 20 percent higher than
what was available in the 2018–21 NLTP. In setting the funding ranges, Ministers
considered the objectives for new investment, and the constraints of the total revenue
available. The final funding ranges reflect that the National Land Transport Fund (NLTF)
is under significant pressure, and the 20 percent increase for local road maintenance was
considered to be appropriate given the other funding priorities.

You have the right under section 28(3) of the Act to make a complaint about the
withholding and refusal of information to the Ombudsman, who can be contacted at:
info@ombudsman.parliament.nz

The Ministry publishes our Official Information Act responses and the information
contained in our reply to you may be published on the Ministry website. Before publishing
we will remove any personal or identifiable information.

Yours sincerely

Withheld to protect personal privacy

Tim Herbert
Manager, Investment

Proposal 40:
Description

Outcomes

Local Road Operate
The choice is how much to invest in the invest in the operation of existing local road to
ensure the roads, cycleways and footpaths provide the best service possible to pedestrian,
cyclists, passenger transport, freight and other vehicles using current infrastructure. This
covers planning how to make best use of the transport system for all modes and
circumstances, monitoring traffic flows and responding to issues as they develop, managing
traffic flows, providing information to customers about traffic conditions incidents and
events so they can choose the travels options best for them (traffic lights, variable
messaging systems, traffic management centres, information feeds to other pa ties) and
incident response and service restoration(responding to car crashes, or storm events,
liaising with parties involved in response and service restoration)
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Why we need it

The outcome is to keep the transport system providing the best performance it can for all
users by keeping roads open and running efficiently. This assist mobility and access for users
of all modes, it provides more reliable travel for priority modes

System operations optimise use of cu rent transport networks thereby improving capacity
and thus throughput and travel reliability. This improves mobility and access for users and
defers the need for investment in capacity increase whether this is in infrastructure capacity
through roads, busway or rail lines or through additional passenger transport services or
larger vehicles.
More people and goods can travel along existing routes with high use when flow is
monitored and use of shared corridors and intersections managed to promote fluent use
and priority modes than would otherwise be the case. Optimising traffic operations, in
conjunction with minor improvements to network configuration or infrastructure, can
increase the volume of people and goods that a corridor or network can carry by removing
bottlenecks or by addressing conflicting use of shared space. Together these activities
reduce or defer the need for increasing public transport or other mode capacity.
The impact of events and incidents is reduced, safety risk minimised, and service restored
more rapidly when traffic flows are monitored so incidents are detected and response
initiated early, customers informed about traffic performance and travel options so they are
better able to choose how and when to travel, and service restored promptly by resolving
incidents or putting in place alternatives until service is restored.
Operations centres manage incidents from the rare but significant incidents such as the
Kaikoura earthquake, to the smaller day to day events such as a vehicle running out of fuel
disrupting traffic. They head the agencies operational resilience and civil defence response
capability.

Specific benefits

Improved system operations improve travel for priority modes e.g. for busses along bus
lanes, pedestrians to and from PT terminals, freight to ports or rail hubs. Because transport
systems are interdependent there is a need to operate adjacent networks as one, as is the
case for traffic operations in Auckland.
System optimisation is a key part of mode shift by making passenger transport more reliable
and attractive, for example.
Inadequate SH operations will result in:

oProposal 41: Local Road Renew
Description

The choice is how much to invest in the renewal of existing local roads to deliver an
appropriate level of service. Renewal covers unsealed road metalling, sealed road
resurfacing and rehabilitation, drainage renewals and structural component replacements.

Outcomes

The outcome of renewals is to replace degraded assets at the end of their service life so the
same level of service can be provided to ensure roads, footpaths and cycleways provide the
required level of service for the least long term maintenance plus renewal cost.
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This enables access and safety benefits to be delivered efficiently and effectively. Careful
choices in this area lead to value for money by reducing the whole of life costs especially
balancing maintenance vs renewal.

Why we need it

The local road network has about 83 000 km of roads, it carries 50% of vehicle movements
in NZ, it carries most on road passenger transport, pedestrian and cycle movements, it
provides the majority of the first and last mile access to and from destinations.
As we improve the liveability of urban areas he importance of on-road vibrant activity
places will grow, and as infrastructure is adapted or rebuilt to better meet these needs the
scope of maintenance activities and required investment will change.
The local road network is diverse:
• 35% is unsealed
• 85% of the population lives in urban areas and have different transport needs to the
15% that is rural
• Some communities are experiencing rapid growth, and others gradual decline in
population
The local road network provides good levels of access and mobility. However, service level
expectations are rising. There has not been as systematic, objective and consistent an
approach to asset management of footpaths as there has been for roads across NZ. This
means there is uncertainty in the condition and performance of these against performance
expectations or standards, and so uncertainty around the extent of investment required and
how to apply this equitably across NZ.
The 2018/21 NLTP invested in footpath maintenance, however we now expect that a greater
provision will be required for 2021/24 by about $10M pa renewals with a commensurate
provision in maintenance.
There is a growing need for bridge replacement for end of life and undercapacity bridges
hampering the movement of freight across rural networks. While the replacement of
bridges as a whole will be funded through the improvements activity class this activity class
will be the source of funds for component replacements such as stronger bridge decks, or
beams. We do not have a good quality estimate of the cost of this but recommend a
provision of $20M pa be made for this activity.
Use emulsion based road surfaces rather than hot spray bitumen to reduce worker risk
Most chipseal surfaces are built by spraying hot bitumen onto the road and then covering
the 1-2mm film with stone chip. The bitumen is between 180 -190 C presenting a severe
burn risk to workers. An alternative is to use emulsified bitumen which is applied at about
100 C so is much safer. The relative risks are shown in the table. We recommend adopting

the use of emulsified bitumen as it is a practicable way to reduce the risk to workers. The
direct cost to the local roads maintenance activity class is about $15,000,000 pa. The Agency
is considering this decision too. If the agency adopted full use of emulsion seals it is likely
the practice would be applied across all RCAs adding about $45,000,000 over 2021/24 to
local roads renewal expenditure.
As can be seen the frequency of incidents is similar for cutback and emulsified bitumen but
there is a difference in the severity of the incidents. The WSP Opus report has attempted to
place costs against the incidents using the Ministry of Transport figures for fatal, serious and
minor accidents. Using these figures the injury costs in a typical year when using 100% hot
spray bitumen would be $1,940 million compare to $0.306 million when using 100%
emulsion, a reduction of $1,634 million.
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Accident data 2009-2019 for use of hot spray and emulsions from Olsen (2014) and CCNZ
(2019).
Incident
Number of incidents per
Number of incidents
100,000 tonnes of binder
sprayed

Hot spray
bitumen

Emulsions

Hot spray
bitumen

Emulsions

Fatality

1

0

0.255

0

ACC claims- minor injury

16

5

3.347

6.820

ACC claims invo ving
serious harm

6

0

1.438

0

Serious incident (close call)

128

22

24.482

21.740

Total

156

27

29.522

28.560

Note: A serious harm incident was based on the ACC definition.

A decision to universally adopt emulsions is supported by industry. We should develop a
sector wide implementation approach so that plant is adapted, work crews trained, and
practices adapted for the 2021/24 NLTP period, with the required developments in budget
reflected for that period.

Specific benefits

A certain level of maintenance is essential to ensure the appropriate level of service is
maintained.

LR renewal ensures service levels are maintained by replacing end of service life road
surfaces; stormwater channels, footpath or cycleway surfaces where their performance
cannot be maintain any longer or where it is cheaper to replace them than perform a
growing number of defects.
Activities and their impact are shown in the following table.

Proposal 39:
Description

Outcomes

Local Road Maintain
The choice is at what level to invest in the maintenance of existing local road 1s to deliver an
appropriate level of service, excluding asset upgrades. This covers maintenance on sealed
and unsealed pavement, footpaths, cycleways, drains, environmental and structure
maintenance. Maintenance expenditure is optimised against renewal works or replacement
of end of service life infrastructure. Together they should deliver continued service levels for
the least long term cost and risk. A decrease in renewal investment leads to increasing
defects occurring and more repairs being required to maintain service levels in.
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The outcome of maintenance is to ensure roads, footpaths and cycleways are kept to the
required level of service, and that infrastructure doesn’t decay p ematurely. This helps to
continue existing access and safety benefits. Careful choices in this area lead to value for
money by reducing the whole of life costs.
Maintenance works:
• repairing defects in infrastructure affecting perfo mance or long term cost and
performance by, for example repa ring potholes, trip hazards on footpaths and road
safety barriers after they have been hit
• conducting preventive maintenance to ensure infrastructure remains if fit for
purpose condition by, for example, main aining drainage channels and painting
structures in order that groundwater doesn’t damage road pavements, and
structures don’t deteriorate
• ensure infrastructure and the road corridor is kept in a fit for purpose condition by,
for example: cleaning road signs and marker posts so they can be seen at night, and
cutting road side vegeta ion so motorists views ahead are not obscured
This enables access and safety benefits to be delivered efficiently and effectively. Careful
choices in this area lead to value for money by reducing the whole of life costs especially
ba ancing maintenance vs renewal.

Why we need it

The local road network has about 83,000 km of roads, it carries 50% of vehicle movements
in NZ, it carries most on road passenger transport movements, it provides the majority of
the first and last mile access to and from destinations.
As we improve the liveability of urban areas the importance of on-road vibrant activity
places will grow, and as infrastructure is adapted or rebuilt to better meet these needs the
scope of maintenance activities and required investment will change.
The local road network is diverse:
• 35% is unsealed
• 85% of the population lives in urban areas and have different transport needs to the
15% that is rural
• Some communities are experiencing rapid growth, and others gradual decline in
population
The local road network provides good levels of access and mobility. However service level
expectations are rising. There has not been as systematic, objective and consistent an

1
We use the term road because the definition used in the Local Government Act of “Road” is relied on in transport legislation, and is described as including footpaths,
cycleways as well as vehicle carriageways. The word “Street” is now commonly used in place of Road, which has come to mean vehicle carriageway.

To: Ian Duncan <Ian.Duncan@nzta.govt.nz>
Cc: John Coulter <John.Coulter@nzta.govt.nz>; Barbara Tebbs <Barbara.Tebbs@nzta.govt.nz>; Brigit Stephenson
<Brigit.Stephenson@nzta.govt.nz>; Brett Gliddon <Brett.Gliddon@nzta.govt.nz>
Subject: RE: Draft base and base plus 2021/30 forecasts
Hi Ian,
Thanks for sending this through.
Can you please provide the inputs that feed into attachment 1? The point of this exercise is so that we can
understand the different items that contribute towards the costs in each activity class. The info below is a good start
towards understanding that, but just providing a single number for each activity class provides no assurance to the
Minister that these are the right levels at which the activity class must be set. I still want to be able to do something
similar to what I initially proposed, which I think I should be able to do if you provide me a further breakdown of the
activity classes.
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I have a few other questions (which might answer themselves with the breakdown of the data):
‐ What is the cross‐cutting issues section supposed to show? The numbers under each of the items don’t
make much sense to me. What is included in here, and why is some (eg PPP repayments) included in the
activity classes, but the spend under meeting debt repayments included here instead of in the relevant
activity class it would be repaid from? And why would base+ b higher for debt commitments — surely as a
debt commitment there is no flexibility?
‐ I thought we had decided not to include ATAP in Base or Base+, except for things that actually fit in there, in
which case they shouldn’t need to be singled out as hey should be part of national assumptions (eg for
maintenance)?
‐ I don’t understand why we would have walking and cycling in the base? Unless those are all approved
projects?
Thanks,
Matt
From: Ian Duncan <Ian.Duncan@nzta govt.nz>
Sent: Friday, 27 September 2019 5 09 PM
To: Matthew Skinner <m.skinner@transport.govt.nz>
Cc: John Coulter <John.Coulter@nzta.govt.nz>; Barbara Tebbs <Barbara.Tebbs@nzta.govt.nz>; Brigit Stephenson
<Brigit.Stephenson@nzta.govt.nz>; Brett Gliddon <Brett.Gliddon@nzta.govt.nz>
Subject: Draft base and base plus 2021/30 forecasts
Matt,

This afternoon, we are providing you with the following attachments:
1.
2.

Attachment 1 ‐ work in progress (WIP) ‘base’ and ‘base plus’ activity class forecasts for the 2021/30 GPS.
Attachment 2 – DRAFT White paper on SH Maintenance whitepaper 27 September 2019, sets out the rational for the
base plus case Note: (i) this is a draft; and will continue to be refined; (ii) reviewed by our investment team is required.

Note (Attachment 1 :
 ‘base’ is defined as maintaining current outputs (ideally with CPI, not confirmed for all activity classes) and contractual
commitments. This does not account for growth in vkt, patronage, sea‐level rise etc.
 ‘base plus’ is defined as maintaining the current service level going forwards (but no more) so it does account for
additional costs re providing for increased heavy vkt in terms of pavement maintenance and maintaining existing LoS (but
no better) in regard to e.g. passenger provision for projected growth and contractual commitments
 Given the time constraints on this work, these forecast costs should be considered rough order, we will be able to provide
better refinement over time.

There are a number of caveats to the provided to the WIP base and base plus (Attachment 1). They are as follows:
i.
Walking & cycling ‐ This proposal excludes known ATAP and LGWM projects, which includes Sea Path, Auckland
Harbour Bridge shared path, and Petone to Ngauranga.

ii.

Rail
5

a. Base ‐ the two projects included in the base cost (i.e. we’ve allocated implementation funding): Wellington
metro catch up renewals and Wellington metro capacity improvements"

b. Base plus – in addition to base, this consists of the identified Transitional Rail projects at current projected
cost and timing, asterisk denoting BC or pre‐imp funding already committed: Wiri to Quay park*; Papakura to
Pukekohe Electrification*; Rail Network Growth Impact Management (Auckland network upgrades)*;
Additional Power feed (Auckland Metro); Auckland Train Control Centre; Pedestrian level crossings; other rail
project developments (Wellington Metro) and; other rail project developments (Auckland Metro)"

iii.

Public transport
a. Base – includes funding for driver meal breaks and; excludes green card
b. Base plus ‐ in addition to base, this includes forecast service expenditure earmarked for the Hamilton to
Auckland trial rail service, and existing bus and ferry service improvements already approved. The proposal
does not include costs associated with funding new services or service level increases, nor does it include
changes to fare settings coming from possible policy interventions. However, it has allowed for the cost of
changes to drivers’ minimum wages and includes green card.

iv.

Rapid transit ‐ This proposal relates to likely funding requirements for rapid transit investments (over the next ten
years, other than those included in ATAP and LGWM. Therefore, it primarily relates to potential rapid transit
investments in Hamilton, Tauranga, Christchurch and Queenstown. If Wellington rail network improvements are to be
funded from the rapid transit activity class, they would also need to be considered h re

v.

State highway maintenance & improvements –
a. Maintenance ‐ For both the Base and Base Plus the same forecast has been used as a pure base case would
see a significant deterioration on LoS provided by the State highway network. See attachment 2 ‐ White Paper
on State highway and Asset Management
b. Improvements – Base includes some $2.4billion of financ ng costs plus commitments and base plus includes
base as well as route protection and safety commitments

vi.

Local road maintenance & improvements –
a. Maintenance ‐ only 10 year totals provide here at this time, we don’t currently (yet) have on year by year
breakdowns for this activity.
b. Improvements ‐ All costs are NLTF share, based on current FARs. The negative values in the base are from the
paying back of front‐loaded costs (AT predominantly).
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Note: AT are currently retendering the first of four network contracts; contractors are indicating AT should expect an
uplift of up to 30% in costs – th forecasts provided does not fully account for that. If that uplift happens then an
additiona $30m p.a. above forecast is required for AT alone; this may also occur to a lesser or greater with other LG
network contracts up or renewal.

vii.

Investment Management
a. Base – includes committed and essential activities
b Base plus ‐ in addition to base, this includes promised and scalable activities but excludes other activities at
thi time.

viii.

Road safety promotion & demand management
a. Base – nothing included
b. Base plus – includes National Road Safety Education & Advertising Programme, Local road safety

promotion programmes and Alcohol Inte0072lock and vehicle impoundment programmes but
excludes any forward demand management
ix.

Road Policing
a. Base – includes and assumes a 3% CEA increase; excludes any increase in safety cameras
b. Base plus – as per Base

6

This email is only intended to be read by the named recipient. It may contain information which is confidential,
proprietary or the subject of legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient you must delete this email and may
not use any information contained in it. Legal privilege is not waived because you have read this email.
Find the latest transport news, information, and advice on our website:
www.nzta.govt.nz
This email is only intended to be read by the named recipient. It may contain information which is confidential,
proprietary or the subject of legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient you must delete this email and may
not use any information contained in it. Legal privilege is not waived because you have read this email.
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Investing for levels of investment for freight
Levels of investment
1. Low
Achieve the right levels of service
• finetune current networks and
systems
• Could be relatively low cost,
ready to go and quick to do

2. Medium
Building momentum for change
• Low level “pull”

3. Transformational
Leading the change
• Ambitious “pull”

How we should invest?


Investment to improve existing network
(infrastructure)

Freight and Tourism (examples)


Tourism - complete missing links



Great trails / walks



Connections to townships

Investment to improve efficiency of existing
services (spot locations)



Tourism - road routes



Functional LoS/ consistent

Invest to support/ encourage right transport
choices



Freight – upgrade / fix demand route gaps



Both – Improve awareness and connectivity
on existing routes (SH & LR)



Freight – lead improvements (could be SH
or LR) to encourage investment
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Invest to lead change to support priority



No regrets lead infrastructure



Invest to improve route(s) for services
(route / area specific location)



Tourism - routes e.g. some additional
signage, or more toilets



Invest to incrementally lift base



Both – roll out more resilience on key
routes (plan B)



Invest with right conditions (e.g. parking
policies, district plan rules)



Freight – multimodal interchanges



Invest in lead infrastructure and services



Freight – load cells



Invest for step change i.e. different scenario
– e.g. behaviour shift



Tourism + Freight? - super-rest stops
(commercial)



Invest for behaviour shift



Tourism + Freight? Change level of service
through towns (support Regional/ Local
development)

From: Matthew Skinner <m.skinner@transport.govt.nz>
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2019 5:47:28 PM
To: Ian Duncan <Ian.Duncan@nzta.govt.nz>
Cc: John Coulter <John.Coulter@nzta.govt.nz>; Barbara Tebbs <Barbara.Tebbs@nzta.govt.nz>; Brigit Stephenson
<Brigit.Stephenson@nzta.govt.nz>; Brett Gliddon <Brett.Gliddon@nzta.govt.nz>
Subject: RE: Draft base and base plus 2021/30 forecasts
Hi Ian,
Thanks for sending this through.
Can you please provide the inputs that feed into attachment 1? The point of this exercise is so that we can
understand the different items that contribute towards the costs in each activity class. The info below is a good start
towards understanding that, but just providing a single number for each activity class provides no assurance to the
Minister that these are the right levels at which the activity class must be set. I still want to be able to do something
similar to what I initially proposed, which I think I should be able to do if you provid me a further breakdown of the
activity classes.
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I have a few other questions (which might answer themselves with the breakdown of the data):
‐ What is the cross‐cutting issues section supposed to show? The numbers under each of the items don’t
make much sense to me. What is included in here, and why is some (eg PPP repayments) included in the
activity classes, but the spend under meeting debt repayments included here nstead of in the relevant
activity class it would be repaid from? And why would base be higher for debt commitments — surely as a
debt commitment there is no flexibility?
‐ I thought we had decided not to include ATAP in Base or Base+, except for things that actually fit in there, in
which case they shouldn’t need to be singled out as they sh uld be part of national assumptions (eg for
maintenance)?
‐ I don’t understand why we would have walking and cycling in he base? Unless those are all approved
projects?
Thanks,
Matt

From: Ian Duncan <Ian.Duncan@nzta.govt.nz
Sent: Friday, 27 September 2019 5:09 PM
To: Matthew Skinner <m.sk nner@transport.govt.nz>
Cc: John Coulter <John Coulter@nzta.govt.nz>; Barbara Tebbs <Barbara.Tebbs@nzta.govt.nz>; Brigit Stephenson
<Brigit.Stephenson@nzta govt.nz>; Brett Gliddon <Brett.Gliddon@nzta.govt.nz>
Subject: Draft base and base plus 2021/30 forecasts
Matt,

This afternoon, we are providing you with the following attachments:
1.
2.

Attachment 1 ‐ work in progress (WIP) ‘base’ and ‘base plus’ activity class forecasts for the 2021/30 GPS.
Attachm nt 2 – DRAFT White paper on SH Maintenance whitepaper 27 September 2019, sets out the rational for the
base plus case Note: (i) this is a draft; and will continue to be refined; (ii) reviewed by our investment team is required.

Note (Attachment 1):
 ‘base’ is defined as maintaining current outputs (ideally with CPI, not confirmed for all activity classes) and contractual
commitments. This does not account for growth in vkt, patronage, sea‐level rise etc.
 ‘base plus’ is defined as maintaining the current service level going forwards (but no more) so it does account for
additional costs re providing for increased heavy vkt in terms of pavement maintenance and maintaining existing LoS (but
no better) in regard to e.g. passenger provision for projected growth and contractual commitments
 Given the time constraints on this work, these forecast costs should be considered rough order, we will be able to provide
better refinement over time.

There are a number of caveats to the provided to the WIP base and base plus (Attachment 1). They are as follows:
i.
Walking & cycling ‐ This proposal excludes known ATAP and LGWM projects, which includes Sea Path, Auckland
Harbour Bridge shared path, and Petone to Ngauranga.
3

ii.

Rail

a. Base ‐ the two projects included in the base cost (i.e. we’ve allocated implementation funding): Wellington
metro catch up renewals and Wellington metro capacity improvements"

b. Base plus – in addition to base, this consists of the identified Transitional Rail projects at current projected
cost and timing, asterisk denoting BC or pre‐imp funding already committed: Wiri to Quay park*; Papakura to
Pukekohe Electrification*; Rail Network Growth Impact Management (Auckland network upgrades)*;
Additional Power feed (Auckland Metro); Auckland Train Control Centre; Pedestrian level crossings; other rail
project developments (Wellington Metro) and; other rail project developments (Auckland Metro)"

iii.

Public transport
a. Base – includes funding for driver meal breaks and; excludes green card
b. Base plus ‐ in addition to base, this includes forecast service expenditure earmarked for the Hamilton to
Auckland trial rail service, and existing bus and ferry service improvements already approved. The proposal
does not include costs associated with funding new services or service level increases, nor does it include
changes to fare settings coming from possible policy interventions. However, it has allowed for the cost of
changes to drivers’ minimum wages and includes green card.
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iv.

Rapid transit ‐ This proposal relates to likely funding requirements for apid transit investments (over the next ten
years, other than those included in ATAP and LGWM. Therefore, it primarily relates to potential rapid transit
investments in Hamilton, Tauranga, Christchurch and Queenstown. If Wellington rail network improvements are to be
funded from the rapid transit activity class, they would also need to be considered he e.

v.

State highway maintenance & improvements –
a. Maintenance ‐ For both the Base and Bas Plus the same fore ast has been used as a pure base case would
see a significant deterioration on LoS provided by the State highway network. See attachment 2 ‐ White Paper
on State highway and Asset Management
b. Improvements – Base includes some $2.4billion of financing costs plus commitments and base plus includes
base as well as route protection and safety commitments.

vi.

Local road maintenance & improvement
a. Maintenance ‐ on y 10‐year totals provide here at this time, we don’t currently (yet) have on year by year
breakdowns for this activity.
b. Improvements ‐ All costs are NLTF share, based on current FARs. The negative values in the base are from the
paying back of front‐loaded costs (AT predominantly).
Note: AT are currently retendering the first of four network contracts; contractors are indicating AT should expect an
uplift of up to 30% in costs – the forecasts provided does not fully account for that. If that uplift happens then an
additional $30m p.a. above forecast is required for AT alone; this may also occur to a lesser or greater with other LG
network contracts up for renewal.

vii.

Inves ment Management
a. Base – includes committed and essential activities
b. Base plus ‐ in addition to base, this includes promised and scalable activities but excludes other activities at
this time.

viii.

Road safety promotion & demand management
a. Base – nothing included
b. Base plus – includes National Road Safety Education & Advertising Programme, Local road safety

promotion programmes and Alcohol Inte0072lock and vehicle impoundment programmes but
excludes any forward demand management
ix.

Road Policing
a. Base – includes and assumes a 3% CEA increase; excludes any increase in safety cameras
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